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Northrop Grumman's concept of what the OFW X-Plane will look like in flight. Counter clockwise from bottom 
right: at Mach 0.6 with 0 degrees of wing sweep; at Mach 0.79 with 45 degrees sweep; and at Mach 1.2 at 65 
degrees sweep.  These are part of a concept video you can download.  Source:  
http://www.obliqueflyingwing.com/ 
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THE WING IS 
THE THING 

 (T.W.I.T.T.) 
 

T.W.I.T.T. is a non-profit organization whose membership seeks 
to promote the research and development of flying wings and other 
tailless aircraft by providing a forum for the exchange of ideas and 
experiences on an international basis.  T.W.I.T.T. is affiliated with 
The Hunsaker Foundation, which is dedicated to furthering 
education and research in a variety of disciplines. 
 

T.W.I.T.T. Officers: 
 
President:  Andy Kecskes     (619) 589-1898 
Treasurer:         
      Editor:  Andy Kecskes 
 Archivist:  Gavin Slater 
 

The T.W.I.T.T. office is located at: 
 Hanger   A-4, Gillespie Field, El Cajon, California. 
Mailing address: P.O. Box 20430 
   El Cajon, CA 92021 
 
(619) 447-0460   (Evenings – Pacific Time) 
            E-Mail:   twitt@pobox.com 
          Internet:   http://www.twitt.org 
          Members only section:  ID – twittmbr 
         Password – member02 
 
Subscription Rates:  $20 per year (US) 
        $30 per year (Foreign) 
    $23 per year US electronic 
    $33 per year foreign electronic 
 
Information Packages:  $3.00 ($4 foreign) 
     (includes one newsletter) 
 
Single Issues of Newsletter: $1.50 each (US) PP 
Multiple Back Issues of the newsletter: 
 $1.00 ea + bulk postage 
 
Foreign mailings: $0.75 each plus postage 
Wt/#Issues FRG  AUSTRALIA AFRICA 
 1oz/1   1.75     1.75   1.00 
12oz/12   11.00 12.00   8.00 
24oz/24   20.00 22.00  15.00 
36oz/36 30.00 32.00 22.00 
48oz/48 40.00 42.00 30.00 
60oz/60 50.00 53.00 37.00 
 

PERMISSION IS GRANTED to reproduce this pub-lication 
or any portion thereof, provided credit is given to the 
author, publisher & TWITT.  If an author disapproves of 
reproduction, so state in your article. 

 
Meetings are held on the third Saturday of every other month 
(beginning with January), at 1:30 PM, at Hanger A-4, 
Gillespie Field, El Cajon, California (first row of hangers on 
the south end of Joe Crosson Drive (#1720), east side of 
Gillespie or Skid Row for those flying in). 
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PRESIDENT'S CORNER 

 
 

his month I have taken the majority of the space 
to complete the Boeing 306 article from Airpower. 

 As I noted last month this is to allow those members 
without Internet capability or knowledge to benefit from 
Paul Spatrisano’s great work in getting permission for 
the reprint. 
       Next month I will have some new material from 
several sources, but mainly from Ferdinando Gale in 
Italy.  He has been taking excellent advantage of his 
new Internet connection and retirement to get back into 
tailless aircraft. 
       The next time you visit the hanger you will see 
many more changes in the layout.  We are 
consolidating the TWITT library and archive files into 
the main hanger to free up the space in the back 
hanger for its owner to begin restoring the Stinson 
Voyager.  This will make the library more accessible, 
which means we will have to come up with a few 
controls over removing anything from the hanger.  We 
will prepare some signage for this purpose since we 
need to ensure we don’t lose anything. 
       The front area is also being gradually cleaned up 
and re-arranged.  The refrigerator has been removed 
so I will have to remember to bring a cooler with drinks 
for meetings in the future.  We will still have hot drinks. 
       As we move into the winter months I am hoping 
that some of you that have been building and flying will 
have some time to sit down and write us a short article. 
 We would all love to hear what you are doing, the 
reasons behind your decisions on configurations and 
airfoils and, any other aspect that would help others 
decide on a solution to their problems.  Don’t forget 
this type of sharing is one of the reasons for TWITT 
and so we don’t have members re-inventing the wheel 
when it comes to building either models or a full sized 
aircraft.  So please share, share, share.     
 

 

T 
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NOVEMBER 17, 2007  

PROGRAM 

 
s of the publication date we didn’t have a 
formal program lined up for this month.  I will 
be at the hanger and you are more than 

welcome to come by for a little hanger flying, but 
don’t drive a long way just for that.   
       If anyone had a lead on a January 2008 
program, I would be open to suggestions. 
 

 
LETTERS TO THE 

EDITOR 

     
August 7, 2007 

 
ast year my long time association with TWITT has 
been interrupted because of TMB (Too Many 
Birthdays) and related drawbacks.  I am now in 

full swing again in spite of my age (82) and will look at 
the tailless configuration with a never-ending interest. 
       During my grounding I have completed a book on 
the Horten tailless planes, which will be published by 
an Italian publisher who has already printed several 
books of mine. 
       The title is Tuttala Horten – Storia-Tecnica-Teoria 
(Horten Tailless: History-Technique-Theory).  It covers 
not only the life of the Horten brothers, but also their 
design theory (Bell lift distribution, “mitteneffekt”, twist 
values, etc.) with a completely unbiased approach. 
       My job has been facilitated by the correspondence 
I had exchanged years ago with Dr. Horten in 
Argentina; in spite of having been in the USA 51 times 
(Silicon Valley) I never succeeded in making a 
deviation in order to visit Dr. Horten in Cordoba.  Dr. 
Horten had been very helpful when I was writing 
another book of mine (TAILLESS TALE), which has 
been published in the US by B2 Streamlines. 
       I will send you a complimentary copy as soon as 
available (next Autumn).  Although the text is in Italian, 
from the illustrations you shall be able to grab what it is 
all about. 
       In order to complete my collection of TWITT 
newsletter I would like to purchase all the missing 
issues from February 2006 up to now.  Please let me 
know the total amount due (including airmail postage), 
which I will send by return mail. 
       If you prefer, you can send the requested 
information via the Internet address of my son-in-law. 
       Thanks a lot for your attention to this letter. 
 

Regards, 
 

Ferdinando Gale 
Via Marconi 10, Citofono 13-B 
28831 BAVENO VB, ITALY 
<ferdigale@alice.it> 

 
(ed. – Since the airmail cost would high I wrote to Ferdi 
through his son-in-law explaining that we had all the 
issues he needed on the web site and that they could 
be downloaded. 
       Since that time you can see he has obtained his 
own link to the Internet and is now part of the 
electronic world.  I am sure this is going to make 
corresponding with other tailless enthusiasts as they 
learn of his e-mail address. 
       We look forward to receiving a copy of the new 
book and adding it to the library.) 
     --------------------------------------------------------------- 
 

August 31, 2007 
 

am really impressed with your web site and I view it 
regularly.  I have the solution for the wing you are 

looking for. Can you help me with IP issues.  
       I would like to talk about ideas and learn what you 
have found about wings in the US patents.  I have tried 
to do the same but because I live in Australia it was very 
difficult to access info in the US. 
       I have a great wing design but I am finding it difficult 
to "show and tell, because I don't have any IP 
protection, it is makes it hard for me show anyone, so 
that they can see what it is!!!!!  Can you see my 
dilemma???   Can you help? 
 
It would be great to hear from you. 
 
Regards      
 
Raffaele Giampaolo 
<raffaele.giampaolo@gmail.com>. 
 
(ed. – I wrote back asking for a little more information in 
order to better direct him and got the following.) 
 
        Thank you for writing back to me, I was really 
happy to see your email. I am aware you are not a 
commercial organization, but it is good to talk to 
someone about my wings. You might, however, be 
able to assist me with some suggestions about whom I 
might contact.  
       As you assumed, I am concerned about loosing 
control of my design, as basically this idea has haunted 
me since I was 4 years old, back in the hills of Italy 
where I was born.  I have searched the TWITT site for 

A 
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some time now and I regularly go to the TWITT site to 
see new ideas. The one that has interested me the 
most is the one on bird flight, and particularly the one 
on the sea gull and the eagle... I can't remember the 
gentleman's name at hand... Do you know the one 
mean??  My idea is similar, but, is the next step in the 
process. About 5 years ago I found a startling solution 
when studying math at university. This set me on the 
path to finally solving the problem that will be the next 
step to aircraft design since the Wright brothers.  
       Further research has shown me that the 
aerodynamic characteristics are, of course, related to 
the shape or form of the wing. After many hrs of work 
and research  I  realised that deriving the  ultimate 
shape can only be done using the mathematical 
formula I have discovered.  
       I hope to hear from you again soon. 

 
Raffaele 

 
(ed. – I wrote back, “You might want to contact Phillip 
Burgers who wrote one of the articles on bird flight.  
His e-mail address is philburgers@yahoo.com.  
Another member who is very in tune with mathematics 
and design is Phil Barnes whose address is 
pelicanag@aol.com.  He is also very attuned to bird 
flight and would probably fully understand what you are 
looking at.  You could communicate with them initially 
with a proposal before passing along your actual 
formulas to assure yourself they will not used them in 
any other manner than what you wish.”) 
 
Thank you for your reply. I will keep you informed of 
the outcome.  I have heard of the gentlemen you are 
recommending. 
       Thanks for your support. 
 

Raffaele 
     ------------------------------------------------------------- 

 
September 7, 2007 

 
he September 2007 issue of "Flying Models" has 
an article on a 1/8 scale BKB-1 R/C glider.  Plans 

are for sale at   http://www.flying-models.com.  It is 
plan number FM09-2007, may be found by searching 
for CD325 and cost 12.00.   The plans used to come 
with a copy of the article, but you may need to ask for 
one or buy a copy now.  It apparently flies and can do 
the tumble that you read about. 
  
Have fun, 
 

James McLellan 
jwmcl@att.net 

 
(ed. – This looks like a great model.  I might even have 
to think about getting one for when I retire and get 
back into R/C flying.) 
 

 
     -------------------------------------------------------------- 
 

September 30, 2007 
 

y name is Dale Bowers and I am building a 1/3 
scale model of a BKB-1 sailplane. I am looking 

for any pictures of the cockpit, cockpit controls and the 
aircrafts structure. I was wondering if you had any of 
this in your library or if you could suggest where I might 
look? This would be of great help to me. I would like to 
do a good job of it on this model. 
 
Thank you for your time. 
 

D. R. Bowers 
<bowersdale@hotmail.com> 

 
(ed. - I don't recall having any of the pictures you are 
looking for in our library, but I will take a look so see 
what we have that might be of help.  This will probably 
take a week or so since I don't have the library file 
handy in my home and must go to the hanger.) 
     -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 

October 6, 2007 
 
I just came along your name and would like to show 
you my R/C bird: 
  

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=STrwjm_zUv8 
  

T 

M 
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Have a nice day. 
  

Robert Musters 
<bluefalcon@home.nl> 

 
(ed. – This is short video of his Accithopter which is an 
R/C version of a Goshawk Boris.  I couldn’t get a 
picture from the video, but it seems to fly well.) 
     ---------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
October 12, 2007 
 

lick  Goodwin (sp?) a friend who recently Flew 
West held the "rights" to these designs. 

       He also as The Bell Pilot  set up and proved the 
concept of the X1  which later broke the sound barrier. 
        He was a smart businessman and made a living 
later from aircraft   He was living in the Palm Beach 
area when he died and his wife phoned me to let me 
know.   
 
Also, This place has been working on a "Kit" plane  not 
too successfully for some time.  The model they flew  
had a "accident" when they tried it in a wrong WX 
condition 
 

Walt Scott 
 
(ed. - These are the patents Walt is referring too. 
 
http://www.twitt.org/PreBurnelliPatents.html - top 
 
This is the Atlantica site: 
 
http://www.wingco.com/) 
     ------------------------------------------------------------ 
 
(ed. – This was sent out to the Vintage Sailplane 
Association by Gary and forwarded to TWITT by Doug 
Fronius.  I thought it was hilarious.) 
 

ere's something for you and the VSA news. 
 

http://www.doctormacro.info/Movie%20Summaries/M/
MGM%20Shorts.htm  
 
       Click on "Air-Tight" and hang on for the ride. 
Much of the film appears to have been filmed at the 
Long Beach Airport and there is at least one mention 
to a Bowlus school on one of the buildings.  
       Enjoy and share with others! 

 
Gary Fogel 

 
 

From the U-2 Group: 
 

August 14, 2007 
 

am new to this list, I live in Stockholm, Sweden, and 
I am the test pilot on Tibor Hajnal's U2. 

       The machine has been in storage since 1990, and 
has now been put into flyable condition again by me 
and Tibor. On Saturday, August 4, I took it to the air 
after a series of successful high-speed taxiing. 
First flight was at 6 feet along the runway and on the 
second I took it around the path. No problems at all. 
       The ship flies wonderfully, has excellent control  
characteristics and a good climb. It cruises at 55 knots 
with the Rotax 277 (27 Hp) and a three-blade Ivo prop. 
       I have until today accumulated 15 flights and 5 
hours in it. 
       Compared to flying my Mitchell wing B10 (I have 
100 hours since 2001), I find this ship to be more 
stable, having better control (no adverse yaw at all!), 
better climb and higher speed. 
       The only drawbacks compared to the B10 is that 
you cannot see the ground below you and it has no 
kind of shock absorption in the landing gear. Also, it 
needs considerable back-pressure on the stick. (the 
CG is verified to be 2 inches in front of the back rest). 
However, in the U2 I haven't to be afraid of the  
height.  
 

Carl Hyllander 
<carl.hyllander@bredband.net> 
 

s your U2 possibly the ship that was build by Mr. 
Jan Larsson in Bergby Sweden. It makes sense 

because he used a Rotax 277 in that ship. I was once 
interested to buy it and I also partly built a U2 in the 
city of Östersund were I live. I know that both these 
ships went to Stockholm but I have not heard of them 
since. Interesting to know if there is any connections. 
 
All the best, 
 

Robert Krockmar 
<mailto:robert.krockmar@tikab.se> 
 

(ed. – I think it is interesting that there seems to be 
more interest in the Mitchell designs, especially the U-2 
in Europe than in the US.  The PUL 10 is another 
example and we will have more information on this 
design in the next issue.)
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